
Vanessa Ramos-Velasquez, Media Artist, Researcher, Lecturer, Ph.D. Candidate at Bauhaus University 
Weimar. I was assigned a Pre-Texts intern at Harvard College, Aly Tarmin, who participated in 2 sessions.

Bauhaus University Weimar, Germany
From April 20th until July 13th, 2022, weekly sessions every Wednesday.

9-16 Bachelor and Master students from 3 faculties at Bauhaus.

Available in attached PDF and also in the film synopsis of participating students, published on the Summary 2022          
exhibit page of the Bauhaus University Weimar under the QR code below. 

12. and 13.: All produced materials, including leafs & tangents are 
saved in the Moodle platform of the Bauhaus University Weimar.

See PDF prints attached 
to this document.

Screenshots are provided in attached PDFs.
The Falling Sky: Words of a Yanomami Shaman by David Kopenawa Yanomami and Bruce Albert.

Experimental Documentary Filmmaking with Sensory Ethnography and Pre-Texts Protocol

40% Digital, 60% Presential. A mix of seminar, workshops and 
online exhibit of final works. 13 meetings, total of 41 hrs, 24 of which dedicated to Pre-Texts.





Vanessa Ramos-Velasquez deploys artistic research and various meth-
ods as interdisciplinary methodology for filmmaking. This online ex-
hibit shows process-based works developed during her Bauhaus.
Module course “Experimental Documentary Filmmaking with Senso-
rial Ethnography,” designed to expand perspectives on the questions: 
“What is nature? How can it be felt? How can we communicate with 
it? What is the Nature inside of us? What is the Nature Outside of us? 
How can the two be brought together?”  
 To deal with these questions in filmmaking format, both theory 
and practice intertwine. Artistic activities arise from experimentation 
with media and formats and by engaging with the words of a shaman 
in the book “The Falling Sky” by Davi Kopenawa Yanomami/Bruce 
Albert as a relational text. This creative process happens via a proto-
col called Pre-Texts (Pre-Texts.org), which I have learned at Harvard 
University in the Fall season of 2021. By utilizing Kopenawa/Albert’s 
book as an operative tool in my Bauhaus.Module sessions, Kopenawa 
becomes a presence, a teacher from the forest, offering a perspective 
of nature from deep inside the Amazonian ecosystem. As the course 
progresses, all participants’ perspectives of “Nature Inside and Out-
side” develop into materials created through those artistic activities.   
 This course is about learning and sharing backgrounds, per-
spectives and skill sets, unleashing creative potential and experiment-
ing with the cinematic space via Sensory Ethnography. The interdisci-
plinary approach also takes account the participation of students from 
all faculties, cultural backgrounds and academic levels to develop 

aesthetic concepts beyond visual media into sensorial media in an 
inclusive and non-hierarchical way. 
 All positions in the exhibit reflect a low to no-budget Guerilla 
filmmaking executed in just one semester. This online group exhibit 
includes all films produced until the beginning of Summaery 2022. In 
addition, selected works in various media are included in this docu-
mentation, all produced in the Pre-Texts sessions between April and 
June 2022 by the active students in the course: Katarina Bankovic, Fe-
lipe Alexander Cuartas Moreno, Moritz Lang, Wing Yan Ng, Rodrigue 
Saad, Andreas Lorenz Schwab, Tara Sophie Anastasia Thomson, Felix 
Weller, Freya Woidniok, 
 Above all, this group exhibit displays a joy for experimentation, 
a core value of the Bauhaus since its founding.

 – 13.7.2022. Vanessa Ramos-Velasquez. Bauhaus Ph.D. Candi-
date in Media Art, Faculty of Art & Design.

Thank you:
Ronny Schüler and the Bauhaus.Module Team
Prof. Jakob Hüfner
Prof. Alexandra Toland
Prof. Julia Bee
Prof. Doris Sommer and the Pre-Texts Team

EXHIBIT TITLE

Experimental Documentary Filmmaking 
with Sensorial Ethnography
CURATORIAL STATEMENT



Katarina Bankovic :: The Book Club. 09:41.

This is a short, experimental approach to documentary filmmaking, where I used in-
tuitive animation to map visuals of my own memories to the recorded audio of an ex-
perience shared with my friends and then show a second, more intimate perspective 
of the same experience.
 In Serbia, where I come from, there is a saying: from knee to knee, used to de-
scribe an old way of sharing a story or knowledge from generation to generation by 
simply telling it. In his book, The Falling Sky, Davi Kopenawa remarks that ‘the white 
man’s memory is weak’ and that it’s the reason for us “drawing words on paper skins,” 
instead of sharing them through our voices. With the theme of the class being nature 
inside/nature outside I wanted to explore the concepts of memory and reading from 
two perspectives, one being more intimate, a ritual of self discovery and growth, and 
the other concerned with the collective experience and shared thoughts. As a result, 
I decided to organize a book club evening with my friends from Weimar.
 The audio consists of three parts, first, the ‘introduction’, where my friends 
and I are entering the room, getting ready, filling our glasses and sitting down. The 
second part is where we sit together with each of us reading the same story on our 
own, and where the sounds of birds, cars and outside noises are more dominant and 
interrupted only by clinging of glasses, page flipping and shuffling. This part is trying 

to show the layered experience of private and collective experience of reading, each 
of us seeing the story in our own heads and yet, being aware of the similar version of 
the same story developing in our friends minds simultaneously. The last part is where 
we, prompted or inspired by the story, talk to each other.
 The second layer of this documentary is visual – an animation, in which I try to 
illustrate to the viewer the same experience of the group reading, but seen through 
my own memories of it. Davi Kopenawa’s words ring true and I notice my memories 
failing me often. However, what always stay are certain abstract visuals and images 
that I connect to the specific voices, words, persons or other contexts of the experi-
ence I am trying to remember.
 Inspired by the exercises during the classes, I’m using Procreate’s time-lapse 
function to create intuitive drawings, while listening to the recorded audio, and try-
ing to recreate the visuals that represent my memories. What I discovered after this 
intuitive process, was that I connected certain colors to the voices of my friends and 
my own voice, and as a result created a repetition of colors during the sequences 
of our talking. When there are no voices, colors are brown, yellowish and blueish. 
Furthermore, the visual consists of another style of animation, frame by frame, which 
maps the fragments of my memories that very clearly and more vividly connect to the 
specific contexts. Those little animations seem almost out of place, but are actually 
perfectly aligned to the way my own brain works through memories.

Katarina Bankovic is currently enrolled in 
her first year of Master Media Architec-
ture studies at Bauhaus-Universität 
Weimar. She finished her Bachelor and 
Master studies in architecture at the 
University of Belgrade in Serbia, where 
she was born. Her interests range from 
architectural design, motion design, 
animation, filmmaking, writing, to 
machine learning and interactive design. 
In her work, she tries to connect various 
media to create layered projects.

Bauhaus.Module by Vanessa Ramos-Velasquez
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Felipe Cuartas :: Henriete. 09:25.

Henriete is a documentary film that explores a day in the life of a hen and seeks to show the different roles that 
each animal plays in their group. With a camera held at the animals` level, the short film offers an immersive 
experience, in which the atmosphere of the farm feels personal and humanized.

I’m Felipe Cuartas, I’m a director of 
photography based in Weimar, Germany. 
I grew up in the city of Bogotá, Colom-
bia. My fascination for drawing and Art 
History has lead me to the path of films 
and to learn about the art of cinematog-
raphy and story telling. I have studied 
Film and Design in Bogota, Colombia. I 
have participated on the creation of 
different audiovisual projects, such as 
documentaries, video clips and short 
films, in the role of director of photogra-
phy, cameraman, colorist and gaffer. My 
strength is to improvise in order to solve 
unexpected challenges creatively. I am 
also able to work fast and deal with time 
pressure. I love documentary film be-
cause one cannot always control every-
thing and you have to take fast decisions. 
On the other hand, I really appreciate 
when I have the time to plan. Currently, I 
am studying for a Master’s degree in 
Media Art at the Bauhaus University. 
Parallel to this, I am constantly making 
films with different people in different 
parts of Germany.
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Moritz Lang :: RAVE. 11:20.

By taking you on a journey to a popular electronic music parade in Germany, the short film RAVE exposes the 
EDM scene in many of its shades and colors, presenting the nature of its community. The film is made out of 
footage taken at the “Rave the Planet” event, which took place in Berlin on July 9th, 2022. The “Rave the Planet 
- Together Again” event/demonstration is recognized within the techno scene as a resurgence of the notorious 
“Love Parade,” also organized by Dr. Motte (Techno-DJ and Producer). Rave the Planet took place 16 years 
after the last Love Parade in Berlin.

Moritz Lang is a photographer, filmmaker 
and sound-artist who is currently enrolled 
at the Bauhaus University Weimar study-
ing Media Art and Design (B.F.A.).
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Ng Wing Yan  :: Decolorant. 04:06

People want to pretend they have natural hair colour, which is interesting to me. The chaotic nature of the 
colouring process is important in this film. Using unnatural, chemical bleaching, but still desiring to make some-
thing look natural. Therefore, I used the colour effect like burning, to make the colours become even more 
unnatural.

Ng Wing Yan is a Fine Art exchange 
student at Bauhaus University, also 
studying Visual Art in Hong Kong, which 
is her country of origin. In her artistic 
practice, she uses her own body as an 
important element to explain the rela-
tionship between herself and the world.
Know more about me Insta @winkinism
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Rodrigue Saad :: Unwired. 08:57.

What is the nature within and how do we experience it in our everyday lives?
Through this film project, I aimed to take on these questions by reflecting on the various exercises produced 
during the Pre-Texts sessions, and combining this newly gained perspective with an experimental and inter-
disciplinary approach. The result is a study of our modern day world, blurring the lines between reality and the 
virtual realm. Connect through disconnect, and vice versa.

Rodrigue Saad is an artist, curator and 
filmmaker, currently studying Media Art & 
Design (M.F.A.) at the Bauhaus-Universi-
tät Weimar.
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Tara Thomson :: A Little Time in Orkney. 07:40.

A Little Time in Orkney is a small insight into life in Orkney, a group of islands located off the northern coast of 
Scotland. It shows some of the impressions I have gathered there during my two-week stay in 2022. I have tried 
to capture the way the wind feels, the movement of the water and documented general activities I’ve done on 
the island.
 This film was developed during the Bauhaus.Module “Experimental Documentary Filmmaking with 
Sensorial Ethnography,” taught by Bauhaus Ph.D. Candidate, Vanessa Ramos-Velasquez in the Summer Se-
mester 2022, where we learned about sensory ethnography as a method for filmmaking, did a string of relation-
al exercises and had a lot of discussions on various topics. All of this helped a lot in the process of creating this 
film, as it gave me a new perspective on experimental documentary filmmaking. To focus on how the viewer 
feels, while watching the film and thinking about how to engage more senses than just vision has brought my 
footage to life a lot more.

Tara Thomson is a Media Art and Design 
Student at Bauhaus University in Weimar. 
Her main focus points are experimental 
documentary filmmaking, animation and 
illustrating. She draws a lot of inspiration 
for her work from everyday life. “I just 
don’t get out muc,h” she explains in an 
interview.
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Felix Weller :: The Life Nocturnal with Zissou Zissou. 08:49.

The Life Nocturnal with Zissou Zissou is a reflection on the life of a hamster,  Zissou Zissou and his impact on 
his owner. As the owner-narrator watches videos they recorded through the course of Zissou’s life, they reflect 
on the time the two have spent together, while revealing some anecdotes from the past two years. The short 
film was created during the Bauhaus.Module course “Experimental Filmmaking with Sensorial Ethnography,” 
taught in Summer Semester 2022 by Vanessa Ramos-Velasquez. 
 For a while, I wanted to make a film about my hamster who has been like a small rock for me, a pebble, 
you might say, during the past two years. We have spent pretty much every day together and I wanted to make 
something that will remind me of him forever. Having him has also shown me how badly hamsters and other 
small pets are still treated today and how little knowledge about their safekeeping is apparently out there. For 
the narration, I decided to try my hand on experiments similar to what we did in class. I sat down and recorded 
several different narrations while watching the clips I had compiled.

Felix Weller is a Media Art and Design 
student at Bauhaus University, there they 
have worked in animation, documentary 
filmmaking and radio. They often draw 
inspiration from personal experiences, 
while never taking themselves too 
seriously.
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Freya Woidniok :: Unausweichlich. 09:17

“Inescapable” alludes to the last stage of our lives. This short film accompanies the grandfather of the filmmak-
er and shows him with the facets of aging and death. The author’s visual writing element as a storytelling layer 
gives us deeper insights and yet leaves us alone with the subject. 
 The work was done primarily with the method of sensory ethnography. This resulted in artistic works on 
texts, which influenced the realization of the film, its visual language and the use of hand writing. Through the 
protocol of the Pre-Texts, lively discussions arose in the course about the most diverse topics, which helped to 
give the film a thematic direction. 

Freya Woidniok is a sociologist (B.A.) and 
is currently studying Cultural Manage-
ment (M.A.) at the Hochschule für Musik 
Franz Liszt and Media Management 
(M.A.) at the Bauhaus University Weimar. 
“Inescapable” is her first filmic work.
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Vanessa Ramos-Velasquez :: Experimental Documentary FIlmmaking with Sensorial Ethnography. 
            SoSe2022: 20.4 – 13.7

8 Online Sessions of Pre-Texts with additional theory meets practice for filmmaking with sensorial ethnography,
1 Session of Pre-Texts outdoors in the park with discussions of Film Theory, “the skin of film”.
5 Film Workshop Sessions in lab environment with peer-review of works-in-progress
1 Summaery exhibit

Vanessa Ramos-Velasquez is media artist, 
interdisciplinary researcher, lecturer, 
Ph.D. candidate at Bauhaus-University 
Weimar, developing a project intersect-
ing Cultural History & Theory, Media 
Theory, Environment & Society and 
Indigenous Studies.
 Master of Arts/New Media, 
University of the Arts Berlin in collabora-
tion with Humboldt University’s Depart-
ment of Cultural History and Theory and 
the Cluster of Excellence Bild-Wis-
sen-Gestaltung. Bachelor of Fine Arts/
Expanded Media, University of Kansas, 
USA via IBEU/IIE/Fulbright scholarship.
 Her unconventional artistic 
practices create a hybrid space between 
academic and artistic languages to 
explore forms of decolonization of 
knowledge. Although rooted in perfor-
mance, she employs a variety of media to 
formulate meta-narratives. She explores 
structuralist image-making processes and 
their integration into performative 
installations and audiovisual experiences. 
Her latest works are operations of 
rescuing her own indigenous heritage.
 She teaches Artistic Research for 
Filmmaking at Bauhaus University 
Weimar through its Bauhaus.Module 
interdisciplinary program. She has 
curated two online film exhibits of her 
students for the Bauhaus Summaery 
2022, one of which was shown at Galerie 
Eigenheim Weimar during the 13th 

International SAR Conference, hosted at 
Bauhaus in June/July 2022.



PRE-TEXTS RELATIONAL EXERCISES. READING DAVI KOPENAWA’s 
THE FALLING SKY THROUGH ARTISTIC ACTIVITIES :: 
DRAWING, APRIL 27
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©Rodrigue Saad

PRE-TEXTS RELATIONAL EXERCISES. READING DAVI KOPENAWA’s 
THE FALLING SKY THROUGH ARTISTIC ACTIVITIES :: 
COLLAGE, MAY 4
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©Tara Thomson

©Wing Yan Ng

©Andreas Schwab

©Katarina Bankovic

COLLAGE, MAY 4. Bauhaus.Module by Vanessa Ramos-Velasquez



©Freya Woidniok

©Moritz Lang

COLLAGE, MAY 4. Bauhaus.Module by Vanessa Ramos-Velasquez



PRE-TEXTS RELATIONAL EXERCISES. READING DAVI KOPENAWA’s 
THE FALLING SKY THROUGH ARTISTIC ACTIVITIES :: 
WORD HIGHLIGHTS, MAY 11

©Freya Woidniok

©Moritz Lang

©Tara Thomson
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WORD HIGHLIGHTS, MAY 11. 
Bauhaus.Module by Vanessa Ramos-Velasquez

©Andreas Schwab

©Felipe Cuartas

©Felix Weller ©Rodrigue Saad



PRE-TEXTS RELATIONAL EXERCISES. READING DAVI KOPENAWA’s 
THE FALLING SKY THROUGH ARTISTIC ACTIVITIES :: 
SOUNDSCAPES RECORDING, MAY 18

©Wing Yan Ng

Bauhaus.Module by Vanessa Ramos-Velasquez



PRE-TEXTS RELATIONAL EXERCISES. READING DAVI KOPENAWA’s 
THE FALLING SKY THROUGH ARTISTIC ACTIVITIES :: 
FILM THEME IDEAS, MAY 23. Here, excerpts of initial ideas for final films.

©Andreas Schwab

©Felix Weller

©Freya Woidniok

©Katarina Bankovic

©Wing Yan Ng

©Moritz Lang

©Tara Thomson

©Rodrigue Saad

©Felipe Cuartas
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PRE-TEXTS RELATIONAL EXERCISES. READING DAVI KOPENAWA’s 
THE FALLING SKY THROUGH ARTISTIC ACTIVITIES :: 
Diverse Activities and Black-Out Poetry, as proposed by Aly Tarmin, 
Pre-Texts guest from Harvard College. JUNE 8. 

©Felipe Cuartas

©Felix Weller

Shiny flakes of the sorcery 
intended today for 
my father in-law 

metal blinding minerals
work like an invisible
eyesight

the image of gold
and dangerous 
still dies in factories

all spread these chests
without this evil forest 
with its flesh killing us. 

©Felix Weller

©Tara Thomson

©Rodrigue Saad
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©Felipe Cuartas

©Felix Weller

©Katarina Bankovic
©Wing Yan Ng

©Freya Woidniok

©Andreas Schwab
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PRE-TEXTS RELATIONAL EXERCISES. READING DAVI KOPENAWA’s 
THE FALLING SKY THROUGH ARTISTIC ACTIVITIES :: 
Diverse Activities Outdoors at Ilm Park, Weimar. JUNE 15. 

Katarina Bankovic

©Felipe Cuartas

Pages from The Falling Sky, book illustration by ©Davi Kopenawa Yanomami

©Freya Woidniok
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Bauhaus.Modul: Experimental Documentary Filmmaking with Sensorial

Ethnography SoSe2022

 Leaf exercise for April 27

Please download the PDF of the book from its location tab in Moodle “THE FALLING SKY / READ BETWEEN EVERY SESSION” or click here: https://moodle.uni-

weimar.de/course/view.php?id=38985

To prepare for next session (April 27 ), please choose a “Leaf” (a passage from the book, a sentence, paragraph or block of text) that resonates with you and paste it

here in this form anonymously. Place just a number in the beginning of your selected text in chronological order. We should have at least 16 selections, one for each

enrolled participant in the course. If you missed last session, April 20th, please watch the recorded session in the BBB section of this Moodle (take a moment also to see

my slides under general information) to understand how this exercise works.

This is a collaborative doc and it displays with live updates, just like GoogleDocs.

th

3. Maybe they will understand that it is their own minds that are confused and darkened, for in the city they only 
listen to the sounds of their planes, their cars, their radios, their televisions, and their machines. So their thought 
is most often obstructed and full of smoke. (P. 24)

4. White people say they are intelligent. But we are not any less intelligent. Our thoughts unfurl in every direction 
and our words are ancient and numerous. They are the words of our ancestors. Yet unlike white people we do 
not need image skins to prevent them from escaping. We do not need to draw them, like the white people do 
with theirs. They will not disappear, for they remain fixed inside us. So our memory is long and strong. The same 
is true of our xapiri spirits’ words. They are also very ancient. Yet they become new again each time they return 
to dance for a young shaman. It has been this way for a long time, endless. The elders tell us: “It is your turn to 
answer the spirits’ call. If you stop answering, you will become ignorant. Your thought will get lost and no matter 
how you try to summon Teosi’s image to tear your children away from the evil beings, it will be in vain!” (p.22/23)

5.Man-made things, especially those of the white people, can last far beyond our own existence. They do not 
decompose like our body’s flesh. Humans get sick, age, and easily pass away. The metal of machetes, axes, and 
knives rusts and gets covered in termite filth, but does not disappear anytime soon. It is so. Merchandise does 
not die. (Page 329 Merchandise Love)
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PRE-TEXTS LEAFS AND TANGENTS RELATIONAL READING EXERCISE :: 
LEAF SAMPLE FROM THE COURSE’S TEXT “THE FALLING SKY: WORDS 
OF A YANOMAMI SHAMAN” BY DAVI KOPENAWA/BRUCE ALBERT.

According to the Pre-Texts didactic protocol, each week 
readers choose either a leaf (page) of the course’s main 
book, or they go off on a tangent, by selecting not only a 
passage that resonates with them from the book, but also 
contribute an entry that springs to mind upon reading a 
certain passage in The Falling Sky. On this page is an 
example of leafs selections. The following page contains 
Tangents selections and related contributions. In class, 
each participant then selects a posted entry and invites the 
contributor to share thoughts on that contribution. A 
conversation ensues and related topics are discussed. This 
exercise is always followed by an artistic activity, such as 
shown in the previous pages.

1. A purely technical rationality without conscience or spirituality, 
dominated by material interests, leads the industrialized world to the 
destruction of our planet. The supposedly technologically backward 
peoples may be tomorrow’s wise men. (Foreword viii)

2. Remember the enduring power of ancient cosmologies, and the 
philosophical significance of differences in the long history of human 
evolution. Our thought is enriched by dialogue with the strange and 
unfamiliar. 
For any dialogue to take place, it is necessary to respect cultures and 
understand the immense variety of long histories of thought in different 
contexts.  (Foreword)

3. Maybe they will understand that it is their own minds that are 
confused and darkened, for in the city they only listen to the sounds of 
their planes, their cars, their radios, their televisions, and their 
machines. So their thought is most often obstructed and full of smoke. (P. 
24)

4. White people say they are intelligent. But we are not any less 
intelligent. Our thoughts unfurl in every direction and our words are 
ancient and numerous. They are the words of our ancestors. Yet unlike 
white people we do not need image skins to prevent them from escaping. 
We do not need to draw them, like the white people do with theirs. They 
will not disappear, for they remain fixed inside us. So our memory is long 
and strong. The same is true of our xapiri spirits’ words. They are also 
very ancient. Yet they become new again each time they return to dance 
for a young shaman. It has been this way for a long time, endless. The 
elders tell us: “It is your turn to answer the spirits’ call. If you stop 
answering, you will become ignorant. Your thought will get lost and no 
matter how you try to summon Teosi’s image to tear your children away 
from the evil beings, it will be in vain!” (p.22/23)

5.Man-made things, especially those of the white people, can last far 
beyond our own existence. They do not decompose like our body’s flesh. 
Humans get sick, age, and easily pass away. The metal of machetes, axes, 
and knives rusts and gets covered in termite filth, but does not disappear 
anytime soon. It is so. Merchandise does not die. (Page 329 Merchandise 
Love)

6. Maybe they will finally understand my words and after them their 
children and later yet the children of their children. Then their thoughts 
about us will cease being so dark and twisted and maybe they will even 
wind up losing the will to destroy us. If so, our people will stop dying in 
silence, unbeknownst to all, like turtles hidden on the forest floor.
 
 7.Little by little you learned to imitate our language and to laugh with 
us. If they ask you: “How did you learn these things?” you will answer 
them: “  I lived in the Yanomami’s houses and ate their food for a long 
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 Tangent exercise for May 18

Please download the PDF of the book from its location tab in Moodle “THE FALLING SKY / READ BETWEEN EVERY SESSION” or click

here: $@COURSEVIEWBYID*38985@$

To prepare for next session (April 27 ), please choose a “Leaf” (a passage from the book, a sentence, paragraph or block of text) that resonates with you and paste it

here in this form anonymously. Place just a number in the beginning of your selected text in chronological order. We should have at least 16 selections, one for each

enrolled participant in the course. If you missed last session, April 20th, please watch the recorded session in the BBB section of this Moodle (take a moment also to see

my slides under general information) to understand how this exercise works.

This is a collaborative doc and it displays with live updates, just like GoogleDocs.

th

1. “Father! Later when I am more solid, I would like to truly see the beauty of the spirits like you do. You will make 
me drink the yãkoana!” (P.42)
Tangent: https://youtu.be/FIBruuhB3rQ Princess Mononoke (1997)

2. "I started to flap my arms in desperation, as if they were wings, and suddenly I could fly. I glided in circles, high 
above the forest like a vulture. In the end I would find myself standing in another forest, on another shore, and 
the jaguar could no longer reach me." (p.37)
tangent: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cX3VbKEooWQ Birdman or (The Unexpected Virtue of Ignorance), 
2014

3 "In the beginning of time, our ancestors were still few in number. Omama gave them the plants of the gardens 
he had just got from his underwater father-in-law Tëpërësiki. Then they began to plant and cultivate them while 
taking care of the forest. They did not tell themselves: “Let’s clear all the tress to plant grass and dig in the 
ground to tear metal out of its depths!” On the contrary, they started eating the food plants from its soil and the 
fruit from its trees." (p.392)
tangent: https://www.die-bibel.de/bibeln/online-bibeln/lesen/BB/GEN.1/1.-Mose-1 
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PRE-TEXTS LEAFS AND TANGENTS RELATIONAL READING EXERCISE :: 
TANGENT SAMPLE FROM THE COURSE’S TEXT “THE FALLING SKY: WORDS 
OF A YANOMAMI SHAMAN” BY DAVI KOPENAWA/BRUCE ALBERT.

1. “Father! Later when I am more solid, I would like to truly see the 
beauty of the spirits like you do. You will make me drink the yãkoana!” (P.
42)
Tangent: https://youtu.be/FIBruuhB3rQ Princess Mononoke (1997)

2. "I started to flap my arms in desperation, as if they were wings, and 
suddenly I could fly. I glided in circles, high above the forest like a 
vulture. In the end I would find myself standing in another forest, on 
another shore, and the jaguar could no longer reach me." (p.37)
tangent: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cX3VbKEooWQ Birdman or 
(The Unexpected Virtue of Ignorance), 2014

3 "In the beginning of time, our ancestors were still few in number. 
Omama gave them the plants of the gardens he had just got from his 
underwater father-in-law Tëpërësiki. Then they began to plant and 
cultivate them while taking care of the forest. They did not tell 
themselves: “Let’s clear all the tress to plant grass and dig in the ground 
to tear metal out of its depths!” On the contrary, they started eating the 
food plants from its soil and the fruit from its trees." (p.392)
tangent: https://www.die-bibel.de/bibeln/online-bibeln/lesen/BB/GEN.1/1.-
Mose-1 

4. We know the xapiri’s valor and strength. Before the city’s medicine 
reached us, it was always they who cured our long-ago elders. Shamans 
die one after another, but the spirits never disappear. This is why I 
defend their words against the white people’s hostility. If our shaman 
elders had died without passing on their images to their sons and sons in 
law, our ignorance would be pitiful. p. 419
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K011leIOAKI&t=18s

5. We see them sparkling in a kind of moonlight, their feathery 
adornments swaying, floating gently to the rhythm of their steps. Their 
images are so beautiful! Some of their trails are very wide, like your 
roads at night, crisscrossed by cars’ headlights, and the most dazzling 
are those of the oldest spirits. There is no end to the xapiri as they come 
towards us in countless lines. Their images are those of all the 
inhabitants of theforest, following each other down from the sky’s chest 
with their young. Think of all the scarlet and blue-and-yellow macaws, all 
the toucans, parrots,gray-winged trumpeters, curassows, guans, herama, 
wakoa, and kopari falcons, the vultures and all other birds in the forest! 
http://webimg.eu/artikel/4d6f0573008c3.jpg

6. Then a short time later they also started to hear the voice of the 
tractors digging in the ground all the way from their house on the Rio 
Mapu- laú. They had never listened to such a strange noise in the forest. 
At first, it still seemed distant to them. But day after day it got closer and 
became more and more distinct. Their concern grew, and they asked 
themselves what could possibly be heading towards them. They had still 
never seen the giant machines and trucks the white people used to clear 
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